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The QIb Chronicles
<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>
CMO_Kymar says:
::steps out of his office, into Sickbay, muttering to himself quietly as he walks out and steps into a TL:: TL: Bridge
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: at station trying to look busy ::
EO_Walker says:
@::On Dyson station, waiting for the QIb, as usual::
XO_Horn says:
::docking the shuttle::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::back in science lab 1 after her brief stop in sickbay::
CO_Q`tor says:
::in his command chair still in a really bad mood::
XO_Horn says:
::steps out of the shuttle, finding Julie waiting for her::
XO_Horn says:
Hunter: Hey.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::has a few SOs handle the artifacts and place them into portable containment fields::
Hunter says:
XO: Hi there stranger.  How was the trip?
Annabel says:
@Lucas: Are they usually running so late? ::looks at Walker while slouched against the wall, slowly sinking to the floor like waiting for a plane in an airport::
XO_Horn says:
Hunter: Okay, I guess.  ::moves toward the exit::  What happened around here?
CIV_Stelakh says:
CSO:  ::Pours over his scans, not looking up from the readouts.::  You are recovered, Commander?
CMO_Kymar says:
::steps off the TL and heads down to the command circle:: CO: Captain?
Hunter says:
XO: They are scouring the ship for tribbles.  Don't ask!  I don't know!
CO_Q`tor says:
CMO: What is it Doctor?
EO_Walker says:
@::thinks for a moment:: Annabel: You know how Klingons are.. they like to make an entrance. Why should the QIb be any different?
XO_Horn says:
Hunter: Sounds like I'd better get to the bridge.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Yes Ambassador...  Thank you for your help earlier.  ::looks up at him wondering what he thought of the incident::
Hunter says:
XO: Yep, ::grabs the XO's bag:: I'll see you later.
CMO_Kymar says:
CO: Your patients are awake, and want somewhere more comfortable. I think we should assign them all quarters to help them rest and recover...
CIV_Stelakh says:
CSO:  ::Gets up and moves over to the replicator::  I apologize for my method of assistance, Commander.  However, it appeared to be a logical choice.
XO_Horn says:
::smiles at Julie and heads to the bridge::
CO_Q`tor says:
CMO: Very well doctor. See to it.  Were any of them on the freighters bridge?
XO_Horn says:
::enters the lift and orders it to the bridge::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::smiles slightly::  CIV: I'll be sure to keep your 'methods' in mind the next time I request aid.
EO_Walker says:
@::walks over to the arrivals/departures board for the system and looks over it for the QIb::
XO_Horn says:
::leaves the lift and enters the bridge::
CIV_Stelakh says:
::keys in commands to the replicator.::
CMO_Kymar says:
CO: No, captain. All of them were below decks when the attack occurred
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: comes to attention for the XO ::
CO_Q`tor says:
CMO: And none of them know anything at all I suppose.
CIV_Stelakh ::Retrieves a Vulcan phaser from the replicator.:: (replicator.wav)
XO_Horn says:
::nods at the CTO and moves toward the Captain::
CMO_Kymar says:
CO: I asked them all, and all they say is that they were below decks...however, when I asked them about the cargo none gave straight answers. I think there is something going on there
EO_Walker says:
@Annabel: You'll love these people, I hope. ::thinks:: They're great people, usually. ::thinks again:: You'll be working with Kymar most the time, if you're lucky. He's ok if you don't mention the EMH and you don't try to play hockey with him.
CO_Q`tor says:
::Sees Commander Horn enter the bridge::  XO: Ahh, Commander Horn. I take it your trip was uneventful and everything is now okay.
XO_Horn says:
CO: I hear you've had some fun while I was gone. ::grins::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: goes back to work ::
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks back over his shoulder and nods to the XO::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::eyes the phaser warily::  CIV: What's that for?
CIV_Stelakh says:
*CTO*:  Stelakh to Ravenprowler.
CIV_Stelakh says:
CSO:  It is likely, Commander, that we will be among the away team.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CIV*: Ravenprowler here.
XO_Horn says:
CO: Yes Sir.  That trip was nothing worth mentioning.  So, we are taking these artifacts to Dyson?
CIV_Stelakh says:
*CTO*:  Commander, I have replicated a phaser and wish to submit it for registration and function.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::checks to make sure her blade is in place and then continues with the packageing::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CIV*: Either you may check it in for inspection at the phaser range or you may bring it me and I will do it for you.
CO_Q`tor says:
XO: As far as 'fun' I will discuss the state of discipline on this ship with you later. To answer your question: No. The artifacts are going to the planet.
CIV_Stelakh says:
*CTO*:  Understood, Commander.  I will report to the phaser range immediately.
XO_Horn says:
CO: Good to hear.  I don't really want to be dealing with any more of the Dyson scientists any time soon.
CIV_Stelakh says:
CSO:  Commander, I will be at the phaser range.  I suggest that until we reach the planet and are prepared to beam down, the artifacts remain within the containment field.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
*CO* Captain the artifacts are all set for transporting.
Mitchell says:
:: has range duty and receives a message from the CTO about an inspection ::
CO_Q`tor says:
CMO: Doctor, make sure our "guests" are comfortable and that they stay in their assigned quarters until further notice.
CIV_Stelakh says:
::Steps out of the lab, picking up a PADD on his way out of the door, and makes for the phaser range.::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: I don't plan to lay a hand on them again.  Don't worry.
Annabel says:
@Lucas: Thanks for the advice, Luke. ::smiles, then hangs her head again:: 17 hours in a cramped civilian transport shuttle, now waiting on a Starfleet installation for a Klingon ship.. ::looks up again:: I need to sleep.. ::thinks:: no.. no.. I need a shower and then a bed.
CMO_Kymar says:
CO: What should we do about the cargo onboard? I don’t know what they were carrying, but the pirates wanted it and they don’t want us to know about it...maybe its the link in all this
CO_Q`tor says:
CMO: Give them all separate quarters, and they are to have no contact with one another.
XO_Horn says:
::hears the CSO's report::  CO: Shall we get this show on the road?
CIV_Stelakh says:
Mitchell:  ::Upon entrance to the range, he approaches the security officer on duty.::  I submit this weapon for registration and inspection.
CMO_Kymar says:
::nods:: CO: Very well, Captain. ::turns and walks over to the OPS console to begin discussing quarters allocation with the ensign on duty::
Mitchell says:
:: nods to the Vulcan and picks up the weapon, disappearing to the back room for inspection ::
CO_Q`tor says:
XO: By all means Commander. Assemble your team.
SO_Majal says:
::stacks the containers one on top of the other then sets the latches in place so they can be carried together::
CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Anything unexpected out there Commander?
CMO_Kymar says:
::manages to get the patients quarters assigned, 5 of them right next to each other. Turning back around he taps his comm badge:: *Jones*: Dr. Jones, clear our patients and ask Ensign Doherty to escort them all to their quarters, number and decks should be on file. Kymar out.
XO_Horn says:
CO: Aye sir.
CIV_Stelakh says:
::Waits patiently::
XO_Horn says:
*CSO/CIV* Meet me in the transporter room with the artifacts.
Mitchell says:
:: checks the weapon thoroughly and calibrations exits handing the phaser back to the CIV :: All Clear Commander.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: No sir.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
*XO* Yes Ma'am.
Jones says:
::grumbles at the brief message and checks out his patients, getting Doherty to take them to their quarters:: Self: I should have went to command school...::grumbles and gets back to work::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
SO Majal: Let's go.  ::gestures for him to precede her out of the lab with the artifacts::
CIV_Stelakh says:
Mitchell:  ::Nods curtly, taking the weapon and exiting, making his way back to his quarters.::
XO_Horn says:
CO: Sir, I'd feel more comfortable having security with us.
CO_Q`tor says:
XO: Mr. Stelakh is supposed to have made those arrangements.
XO_Horn says:
CO: If you want Ravenprowler to remain here, permission to take a TO with us.
CMO_Kymar says:
::sits down at the vacant SCI 2 console and logs into the medical section, watching the goings on around the bridge as he does::
CIV_Stelakh says:
*CTO*:  Stelakh to Ravenprowler.
XO_Horn says:
*CIV* You have a security officer with you for AT duty?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CIV*: Ravenprowler here.
CO_Q`tor says:
XO: It is your Away Team Commander. Choose your personnel as you see fit.
CIV_Stelakh says:
*XO*:  I am in communication with Commander Ravenprowler at present, Commander.
XO_Horn says:
CO: Aye sir.
CIV_Stelakh says:
*CTO*:  Commander, I request a security detail, heavily armed, to accompany the away team.
XO_Horn says:
::leaves the bridge and heads to the transporter room::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::watches the containers as the turbolift takes them to the transporter room::
CIV_Stelakh says:
::Makes a quick selection from his closet and changes hurriedly.::
CMO_Kymar says:
::starts to fill out the clearance reports on their 5 visitors, making sure to note their assigned quarters::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
*CIV*: Elite Rogue is at your disposal, DloraH has them scrambled in the transporter room.
CIV_Stelakh says:
*CTO*:  Understood, Commander. Stelakh out.
CIV_Stelakh says:
::Finishes donning his ceremonial robes and holsters his phaser.  After a moment's consideration, he steps over to the wall and retrieves several metallic and, oddly enough, mean looking items which he conceals about his person.  Finally, he holsters his phaser and tricorder, then makes his way to the transporter room.::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::she and SO Majal arrive at the transporter room and make their way over to the transporter pads to await their commander::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: folds her hands behind her back, tries not to look bored ::
XO_Horn says:
::enters the transporter room, tricorder and weapons hanging from her waist::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::checks to make sure her science tricorder is on her utility belt and looks back at the containers::
CIV_Stelakh says:
::Enters the transporter room, wearing his best, most official-looking ambassadorial garb.  It is not apparent that, among the voluminous folds of his robes, that he has any weapon or equipment.::
CMO_Kymar says:
::turns from his console to the CTO:: CTO: Commander Ravenprowler, I request a security officer to be placed on guard outside rooms 0605 to 0616 on Deck 6. Just to make sure they don’t go anywhere...
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Well don't you look all dressed up.
CIV_Stelakh says:
CSO:  It is entirely possible, Commander, that we may enter a first contact situation.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
SO Majal: Get the team some warm coats for the journey.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: raises an eyebrow at the CMO ::
EO_Walker says:
@::holds out a helping hand:: Annabel: Come on, we'll go to the transporter room, see if they're in transporter range yet.
CMO_Kymar says:
::raises an eyebrow in return::
OPS says:
CO: Sir, I'm getting a message from Dyson Station. It seems we have a crewmember there waiting for us.
Annabel says:
@::takes Lucas's hand and pulls herself up, heading for the transporter room on this deck::
EO_Walker says:
@::Heads for the Dyson TR on whatever deck he's on::
XO_Horn says:
CSO: How long before everything is ready?
SO_Majal says:
::makes his way over to the storage closet and finds some thick star fleet coats for the team::
CO_Q`tor says:
Self: A crewmember on Dyson? ::suddenly remembers receiving orders several weeks ago::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: thinks if they needed to be guarded they should have been in the brig ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: We're good to go Ma'am, just as soon as everyone puts on coats.  It'll be freezing down there.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sends off beta team to guard prisoners ::
EO_Walker says:
@::Enters the Transporter Room:: TR Chief: Chief, is the I.K.S. QIb anywhere near transporter range?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::takes the coats from Majal and puts it on quickly::
CMO_Kymar says:
CTO: Do I take that as a yes, Commander?
CIV_Stelakh says:
::Steps up onto the transporter pad::
CO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Have him beamed aboard, and assigned quarters Ensign.  Somewhere handy to Engineering.
XO_Horn says:
::takes a coat and puts it on::
TR_Chief says:
@Walker: They should be, they've entered orbit as I understand. Let me check. ::Looks up the QIb location:: Yes they are, should I signal you wish to transport?
EO_Walker says:
@Tr Chief: Yes, please.
XO_Horn says:
::steps up to the transporter pads:: Team: Let's go.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::gets into position on the transporter pad and nods to Majal to hold onto the artifacts once again::
TR_Chief says:
@::Signals the QIb to request transport clearance::
OPS says:
::Signals Dyson that they are ready to receive transport::
EO_Walker says:
@::Steps up onto the TR Pad with Annabel and waits::
CO_Q`tor says:
OPS: ::grants clearance to Dyson for transport::
FCO_MJDoole says:
::preparing QIb to enter orbit::

ACTION: Walker fades away in a dazzling display of lights and reappears aboard the QIb

CO_Q`tor (Klingon_transporter.wav)
CMO_Kymar says:
::shakes his head and turns back to his console, assuming that their klingon CTO is hard of hearing and checking that the order went through himself::
Tran_Chief says:
EO: Welcome aboard the QIb Sir.

ACTION: Walker's luggage appears down in cargo bay one, in a display of intended efficiency but mistaken destination on the part of the Dyson transporter op.


ACTION: The AT dematerializes

CO_Q`tor (Klingon_transporter.wav)
EO_Walker says:
::Steps off the PADD:: TR Chief: Thank you, Chief, good to be back. :: Waits for Annabel, not thinking once about where his luggage is::

ACTION: The AT rematerializes in a windswept arctic environment, with a carefully-marked entrance to an icy cavern about thirty feet to the north
Annabel says:
::Just follows Walker, taking the Klingon-Starfleet monstrosity on step at a time::
CIV_Stelakh says:
@::As soon as he has transported to the surface, he reaches into his robes and retrieves his tricorder.::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@::frowns at the blast of cold that slaps her in the face as soon as she materializes::
EO_Walker says:
::Enters the nearest TL:: TL: Deck One, Bridge.
EO_Walker says:
::Humms to the Turbolift:: Annabel: Well.. What do you think?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@ SO Majal: You all right with the weight of that thing?
Annabel says:
Walker: It's.. dark.. and kind of warm.. and dark. ::Doesn't say much more until she meets the people::
CIV_Stelakh says:
@::Scans for EM emissions similar to that on Rhendus VII::
SO_Majal says:
@::grins at his chief and walks forward towards the entrance against the wind::

ACTION: A number of crates appear to be piled around the cavern entrance

XO_Horn says:
@CSO: Well, where is this door you keep talking about?
EO_Walker says:
::As the TL finally reaches the bridge, steps off, Annabel in tow and looks around the bridge for someone to hand this PADD to::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: scans the area standard pattern ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@XO: There is the entrance Ma'am.  ::takes out her tricorder and scans the crates near the doors::
CIV_Stelakh says:
@::Steps toward the crates.::
CMO_Kymar says:
::"You know...this all seems very surreal...". You do realize how strange that sounds coming from a voice in my head, right?:: Self: Im going crazy...::looks down at his console and finished up those reports::
XO_Horn says:
@CSO/CIV: Let a guard go first, to make certain everything is clear.
CO_Q`tor says:
::looks up to see Mr. Walker exiting the TL::
CO_Q`tor says:
EO: Mr. Walker. Back from the Science Academy so soon?
CIV_Stelakh says:
@XO:  As you wish, Commander.
XO_Horn says:
@::watches the guard step to the crates::
CIV_Stelakh says:
@::Scans the crates.::
EO_Walker says:
CO: Hey.. Q'tor. ::pauses with a smile:: Did you miss me?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@::Nods at Horn and awaits the results of the tricorder scans::
XO_Horn says:
@::sees the guard steps back nodding the all clear::
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks over his shoulder at the new arrivals and cant help but smile:: EO: You came back then? Damn...I was hoping to have at least another 6 months of peace.
EO_Walker says:
CO: You know what, you needn't answer that.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: checks the new EO's record and qualifications ::
CIV_Stelakh says:
@XO:  Those crates contain supplies, most likely for the Dyson archaeological team.
CO_Q`tor says:
:: Frowns down at Walker:: EO: That's Captain Q'tor Mr. Walker
CIV_Stelakh says:
@XO:  ::Scans the area for life forms.::  It is curious that there are no members of that team here.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@:: Waits for the team to move forward::
XO_Horn says:
@CIV: After seeing the...shall we say efficiency on Dyson Station, these supplies left unwatched doesn't surprise me in the least.
CO_Q`tor says:
::looks at the female with Walker:: EO: And who is this that you have brought with you?
EO_Walker says:
::Grins and, just a as joke, salutes... which Starfleet officers don't do:: CO: Sir, Yes, Sir.
CIV_Stelakh says:
@::Continues his scans, while looking carefully at the site.::
EO_Walker says:
CO: This, Captain, ::steps aside:: Is Annabel.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@::shifts from one foot to the next wanting to get inside::
EO_Walker says:
::Hands Q'tor a PADD:: CO: here's the paper work, we've both been given work placements here over summer.
CIV_Stelakh says:
@XO:  I am reading no other humanoid life forms, beyond those of the away team.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: watches the woman carefully, not happy about unannounced people on the bridge without clearance, writes a note to her self to note the EO's record ::
CO_Q`tor says:
::Takes the PADD from Walker and looks it over.::

ACTION: A distant scream echoes from deep within the icy cavern

XO_Horn says:
@CIV: Understood.  Let's get on with these artifacts.  We'll keep an eye out for the other team.
CO_Q`tor says:
EO: Very well Mr. Walker. I trust you remember where main Engineering and the Warp Core are?
CIV_Stelakh says:
@::Looks over at the CSO, then approaches the doorway::
EO_Walker says:
CO: You know me.. ::grins about the ambiguity::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@ XO: Ma'am, shall we proceed?  ::frowns at the screams and resists the urge to run to provide assistance::
EO_Walker says:
::Nods to Kymar::: CMO: Doctor, and how are you?
XO_Horn says:
@::hears the screams:: CSO: Let's go.  Scanners on full.
CO_Q`tor says:
::thinks to self: "My life just became much more complicated"::
XO_Horn says:
@Security: Stay alert gentlemen, we could be in for a minor problem.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@::runs her tricorder over the artifacts through the containment::  XO: Ma'am, the artifacts are lighting up again.
CMO_Kymar says:
::turns back from his console and rolls his eyes:: EO: Good, thanks for asking. How was your "vacation"?
CIV_Stelakh says:
@::Unholsters his phaser and then, upon the CSO's statement, turns his tricorder on the artifacts.::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@:: Follows the team inside keeping her attention focused on the artifacts and letting the team focus on their surroundings::
EO_Walker says:
CMO: A Walk in the park.. ::rethinks:: A brisk walk in the park.
CMO_Kymar says:
EO: One which was over far too briskly, in my opinion...::smiles::...But welcome back, it was getting quiet around here without you
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@ CIV: Can you tell which direction the screams came from?
CIV_Stelakh says:
@CSO:  Not with any certainty, Commander, beyond that they appear to have come from inside the cavern.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@::looks at her tricorder again::  CIV/XO: I've got an energy surge about 300 meters below us.
CO_Q`tor says:
COMM: AT: XO: Q'tor to Commander Horn. Report. Have you reached your destination yet?
EO_Walker says:
CMO: Undoubtedly. ::turns to Annabel again:: Doctor, may I introduce Annabel Farrel, she's going to spending some time with you over summer. That is, if you don't mind.
CIV_Stelakh says:
@::Trains his tricorder on the surge.::

ACTION: The AT come in sight of a hastily-constructed winch, with a platform attached, hanging over a deep, deep, deep hole in the ice.

XO_Horn says:
@CIV/CSO: What's the chance these artifacts are activating something down there?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@SO Majal: Monitor the artifacts.  We need to find a way down.
CIV_Stelakh says:
@XO:  It is a possibility, Commander.  It is also possible that equipment beneath the surface is activating the artifacts.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@XO: Very likey Ma'am.
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles and nods his head to the young woman:: Annabel: Its a pleasure to meet you, Miss Farrel. I don’t mind you spending some time in Sickbay, you just have to watch out for D'oh and his eating habits...
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@ ::approaches the platform and peers down the deep hold in the ice.
CIV_Stelakh says:
@XO:  The energy surge is similar to that witnessed on Rhendus VII.  It is logical to assume that we have found another gateway, as we suspected.
XO_Horn says:
@CIV: Let's find out. ::moves closer to the hole and scans carefully::
Annabel says:
CMO: Riiight. Thank you, doctor, I'll keep that in mind.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@ CIV/XO: We can use the platform to get down... unless you see another way?
CO_Q`tor says:
Self: Why isn't she answering?  OPS: is there some sort of interference?
CIV_Stelakh says:
@XO:  As it is likely that jumping would result in injury or death, I believe the platform is a preferable means of transport.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@::checks the rigging of the platform at the winch::  XO/CIV: It looks sound enough.
EO_Walker says:
::turns to the CTO:: CTO: Commander Raven... prowler. ::steps on over:: This is a copy of our security clearance documents. ::offers the PADD::

ACTION: The winch creaks a little, but seems secure.

CIV_Stelakh says:
@XO:  Recommend a security detail descend first, Commander.
OPS says:
CO: No sir, but scans are showing severe weather conditions. That may have something to do with it.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: takes it with a sneer, thinking they should have been forwarded before he came aboard::
CMO_Kymar says:
::nods:: EO/Annabel: I have some work to catch up on, so I will say my goodbyes. Welcome back, Walker. And welcome aboard, Miss Farrel. ::smiles and turns back to his console, finishing up those reports. "You? Polite? That was certainly different". Shut up.::
XO_Horn says:
*CO* We have found a way to enter Sir.  But it will be a little while before I have some definite answers for you.
XO_Horn says:
@CIV: Agreed, security first.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: downloads the information growling under her breath and hands the PADD back ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@ ::gets a good handle on the winch and waits for the security team to board::
EO_Walker says:
::Grins and glances around the bridge, then stares back at the CTO::
CO_Q`tor says:
::relieved that the comms are getting through after all::COM: XO: Understood Commander. Keep me posted. I want progress reports every thirty minutes.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@ ::wonders why this site is so badly funded when the potential of the find was monumental::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: ignores the EO and goes back to watching her console :;
EO_Walker says:
CTO: I trust Admiral G'Val's paw-print is enough clearance for you?
XO_Horn says:
@*CO* Aye sir.
XO_Horn says:
@Security: Okay gentlemen, let us know what you find.  We'll follow you down shortly.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
EO: You are dismissed. :: unleashes a fully armed Klingon stare ::
XO_Horn says:
@::watches as the guards step onto the platform and head down the hole::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@::looks back at Majal then begins to let lower the platform::
CIV_Stelakh says:
@::Continues his scans of the energy surge::
:
ACTION: The security team is winched down into the hole

EO_Walker says:
::Isn't even moved by the stare, too used to Q'tor's stare by now, just grins at the CTO:: CTO: It's a pleasure, commander, as always. ::walks away smugishly::
FCO_MJDoole says:
::suddenly sensing something very strange from the surface::
XO_Horn says:
@::scans the surrounding area again, while the security team descends::
EO_Walker says:
CO: So, Q'tor.. ::pauses for his attention and raises his eyebrows in anticipation:: .. do I have any quarters?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
@::feels torn between wanting to be lowered on the platform to see what's beneath and wanting to keep her eyes forever on the artifacts::
FCO_MJDoole says:
CO: I am sensing something very strange from the surface::
CO_Q`tor says:
EO: As far as I know they have been assigned.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: keeps a lock on the AT ::
EO_Walker says:
::frowns at Q'tor:: CO: What kind of quarters?

ACTION: The rope on the winch suddenly goes loose

<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>

